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Greetings to each of you. Over the last 10 years, we have had several life
experiences. You may have found yourself in different spaces and places. I would
like to give you a report from the valley and I hear a sound of bones rattling and
coming together; it is the sound of the army of the living God coming together and
getting into position. If you found yourself going around and around the mountain,
the report today is that all negative cycles and patterns have been broken. I started
climbing the mountain and I got caught in the cleft of the rock and I would like to
report that God is a keeper and He has His hand on you. You have been hidden in
plain sight and it was all a part of His great plan. Now, I stand on the mountain
with a panoramic view and I would like to report that 2020 looks amazing!
International prayer warriors, what I am really trying to say is good morning, good
morning, good morning.
Prayers for pastors across the land:
Father God,
I ask that you forgive us of our sins of commission and omission. Forgive us Lord
for not walking in the anointing that you have placed upon our lives. Thank You
Lord for Your forgiveness, mercy, and grace. I come to you Lord to intercede for
pastors throughout the land. I thank You for vessels that have surrendered their
entire life to the work of the ministry. Refill, replenish, and rejuvenate them. I
pray that they continue to be the trailblazers in the earth and may they lift Your
Word as the standard. Lord, You hear the cries of Your sons and daughters and I
thank You that every crooked place is made straight and every rough place is made
smooth. Many have been in the crucible of life and I declare that they shall come
out as gold! I thank You for cutting off the old and stagnant places in their lives. I
thank You for developing them to be a reflection of Your love, compassion, and
generosity in the earth.

Lord, some of Your special agents are tired, vexed, and wounded. I speak a fresh
wind upon them and I declare that all things are made new. Father God, I pray that
they will abide in You. May they set themselves on the rampart and see what You
are saying. May they hear Your voice like never before and quickly obey. I thank
You God for healing their minds, bodies, souls, and spirits. I declare that they are
whole, healed, and delivered and they shall continue to carry the good news.
Father, I thank You for vessels that are dreamers and visionaries. I pray that they
look and look again for there is so much more for them to see, speak, hear, and
declare.
I thank You Father that all negative cycles are broken and the cycle of perpetual
favor has been established in their lives. I thank You God that Your trailblazers
are willing and obedient to the call and purpose on their lives and they shall eat the
good of the land. I thank You Father for blessing Bishop Pearman for his eye has
not seen nor his ear heard the prophetic sound of new that has been ushered into
his life. Expand his stakes and bless him indeed. I thank You Lord for the
prophet’s reward in the life of Bishop Pearman. Bless him publicly for the seeds
sown in secret. I ask all these things in Jesus’ name, Amen.

We are in a new decade and according to the Hebraic calendar; the year 5780
started sundown September 29, 2019. There is a letter-number system in the
Hebraic calendar and the number 70 is associated with a letter called ayin which
means to see. The years 5770-5779 dealt with sight. In the Gregorian calendar, it
corresponded to the years 2010-2019. As you know, we have talked about the seer
anointing, dreams and visions, and other things related to sight for at least two
years or so. This is how you live life with a prophetic edge, you see it before it
happens and you develop the gift or skill before it is needed.
Now, you will hear a lot of pastors and prophets talk about the new decade. The
number 80 is associated with the Hebrew letter pey which means mouth. An
extension of the meaning is word and speech. If you are able to see the letter, it
has a symbol dot in it that refers to the dagesh mark. If there is a dot in the letter, it
is pronounced pey. If there is no dagesh, it is pronounced fey. The year 5780 to
5789 is associated with the years 2020 to 2029 and this is the set time that we are
to open our mouths with wisdom.
Please allow me to share some other things that I heard for the year 5780.

1-The prophetic sound of new has broken the sound barrier and access has been
rendered to you. The unique and prophetic sound of new has shattered limitations
and revitalized stagnant places. Behold, I say behold, for I am doing a new thing.
In this set time, you shall see it, speak about it, hear Me like never before, and
declare what is and is to come. A spiritual alignment has taken place and My
special team of operations is poised, postured, and positioned to usher in a roar in
the earth that shall awaken My elect people to a higher spiritual dimension. Now,
you open your mouth with wisdom and many shall be amazed by what they hear.
Mysteries and revelations shall be heard and experienced throughout the land.
Signs, wonders, and miracles are common to Me and for you as well. The new
thing that you witness and experience shall confound the wise. The prophetic
sound of new reverberates across the land and goes into the division of soul and
spirit and of joints and marrow. Many of you shall not know what is going on, but
it is fire that is shut up in your bones. People will brush up against you and get
healed. The prophetic sound of new is not limited to time or space so speak My
words of life, declare hope and peace, and move with compassion and love.
2-A measure of faith and a measure of grace-This is indeed the hour where your
faith muscle will be strengthened. You must live a life of faith that testifies how
you trust Me and totally depend on Me. I will show and tell you great and mighty
things and you must have an unwavering faith for the seemingly impossible to
manifest. There is an apostolic and prophetic grace that has been extended toward
you. You have been sent to build, plant, and root out. You have been sent to
speak words of life that will reignite the fire and zeal for My Word. Everything
that I have set before you to do shall come to pass by you staying close to Me and
leaning in to hear what I am saying. The coupling of faith and grace shall cause
revivals to sprout up. The land of Africa, Australia, Canada, North and South
Carolina, and Georgia shall be hotspots of where My shekinah glory manifests.
Look and look again for it shall be marvelous and miraculous!
3-Speak and declare what I am saying. Open your mouth and speak with
wisdom. You have supped with Me and you know how I sound. Do not second
guess what I am saying, but believe Me and trust in this new dispensation of time.
This is a time of show and tell. I shall show you and you shall tell what you saw,
what I am saying, and what I am doing. Speak it like I say it. Open your mouth
and allow the rivers of living waters to flow. Open your mouth and speak oracles
that are released from My throne room. There is a continual release of creative
ideas and witty inventions. Speak and declare what you see and hear and expect
divine manifestations. Sowing and reaping is at its peak so be careful of the words,
deeds, and thoughts that you sow. Speak to the mountain of disappointment,

sickness, and debt and watch it dissipate. This is the season where you shall speak
and declare a thing in the morning and it shall come to pass by the end of the day.
Declare only what I am saying and doing. Use your words to speak light and hope.
Use your words to set the captives free and establish My kingdom on earth. Your
words shall shape, shift, transform, and inspire so be cognizant of the words
released and pronounced. Speak light into the dark places and allow the prophetic
sound of new to resuscitate and revive. It is time to be a voice for those who are
voiceless. Speak the word, release the sound, and turn this world toward Me.
4-Make a decision-Many of you have come to a fork in the road and you must
decide which way to travel. Stop standing there waiting and shilly-shallying, make
a decision. You have to decide to follow the dream that I have given you or stay in
a place of fear. This is the moment in time where you have to decide to serve Me
or mammon. You have to decide to serve Me or other things that have dominated
your time and skewed the gift that I have put on the inside of you. Some of you
are staying on jobs that I have already told you to leave. Will you trust Me? There
are divine appointments set up for you, but you have to be in the right place to
receive the next orders. This is the set time that you must decide to be willing and
obedient to go to the foreign lands so that the people can receive My living waters.
You have to decide to allow Me to use you in a mighty way. The current of
indecisiveness has pulled you away from the calling that is on your life and it is
time for You to decide to flow with the Holy Spirit. The rise and the release of the
anointing of Joseph, Cornelius, Daniel, Esther, Deborah, and Anna is upon the
earth. It is time to walk in synch with what I have already put on the inside of you.
Decide to be willing and obedient so that you can eat the good of the land.
5-Access-The moment of waiting and delay has expired. This is My set time that
you have access to the open heaven, open door, gates, and windows. Lean in for I
have granted unto you access into the reservoir of wisdom, creative ideas, witty
inventions, and divine revelation. All things created come from Me, so become
cognizant of the ways that I speak to you. For many of you, I am speaking to you
in your dreams. I give to some of you a master key to open and close some things.
Close the doors to the past hurts and disappointments and open the doors to
possibilities and promises. Some of you will notice that you have an access card
that allows you to be invited to elite places, royal spaces, and influential domains.
Be careful of the places that your feet shall tread for you do not want to walk into
places that are not ordained by Me. Remember to heal the broken-hearted while
you rule, dominate, and establish My Word in the earth.

6-Clothed in Humility-It is a time of promotion and expansion, yet be careful of
ego and pride working to attach to the insecurities of your life. Remember that I
am the One that caused your name to be great so stay humble before Me and serve
the people that I put in your midst. Humility is your portion of power and
prosperity. Clothe yourselves with garments of compassion, love, kindness, hope,
and peace. You are in a great space and place because I decided to use you for this
appointed time. Walk boldly, speak with confidence, and keep your heart before
Me. My grace is released to the humble which enables you to carry the anointing
that is on your life. Those who are humble, I lift up and bless.
7-Scriptures for prophetic insight/meditation:
a-Psalm 34; Psalm 145; Proverbs 4
b-Isaiah 43:18-19; Joel 2:12-32
c-Romans 12:3; Ephesians 4:7
d-See: Habakkuk 2:1-4; Jeremiah 33:3; 2 Kings 6:17
Speak: Colossians 4:2-6; Hebrews 4:12; Isaiah 55:11; Joshua 1:1-8; Ephesians
4:29; John 16:13; Matthew 8:8
Hear: James 1:19; John 10:27;
Declare: Job 22:28
e-Ephesians 1:17; James 3:17; Colossians 1:9-11; Proverbs 1:1-33; Proverbs
2:1-22
f-Philippians 2:3-4; 1 Peter 5:5-7
g-2 Corinthians 8:13-17
h-Psalm 93:1-2
i-Matthew 9:16-17
j-Ruth 2:12; Job 34:11; Proverbs 12:14; Isaiah 35:4
k-Psalm 33:11; Psalm 32:8; Proverbs 19:21
8-New Wineskin-The governmental and spiritual authority are heavy and new
wineskin has to be formed. There must be a paradigm shift and things cannot be
done the same and approached in the same manner. The process of the new
formation can be challenging, but know that I have to develop the new house so
that you are able to carry and hold all that I am releasing unto you. There must be
a shedding of old ways and even some relationships have to change. There will be
a pressurized moment, but know that My grace is sufficient and I have to chisel
and cut some things so that you are built and equipped to endure the wind and
storms of life as well as properly preserve the new wine and oil that has been
released.
9-Prayer Opportunities:

-I saw the letters JK and the numbers 2, 3, 6, and 9. I could not see all the letters or
the order of the numbers. There is a plan for four airplanes to disappear. There is
a lot of contention in the atmosphere and there are conditions that are conducive
for turbulence that is indescribable.
-Gases being emitted that caused the birds to drop out of the air and fish to come
on the shores of the land.
-Not able to share any details, but cover all the branches of the U.S. military for
they will be sent out for a lot of special assignments.
-No exposure to whooping cough, influenza, ebola, rickets, polio, chickenpox or
shingles.
10-Is that Snow, Fire, or Oil? The anomalies are all around and it causes one to
ponder. There is a shifting in the earth and in the atmosphere and the seasons
collide and overlap. Have you seen snow in Georgia and oil coming up from the
different places in the earth? There are many questions, but the meteorologist and
the geologist are discombobulated. Did the natural and spiritual fire start at the
same time? The fire that is shut up in your bones will cause you to move in a
deeper spiritual dimension and there will be a spread of the good news in a rapid
pace. I am doing a new thing and the oil and water flows where I tell it to flow.
Nothing or no one can restrict or stop the new thing that I am doing within you and
the new thing that will show up in the earth.
11-Don’t Become Entangled-Words have power and you must make sure that you
meditate on My Word and declare My Word over your family and over My
nations. There is a battle of words and the gas lighting effect is heightened. The
accusatory and manipulative spirit raises its head and it attempts to coil around
every aspect of your life. Beware and do not become entangled in the words of
others for it is a trap to pull you out of purpose and position. Hold fast to My
Word and wash yourself with My Word for it will sustain and preserve you in any
wind or hail storm.
12-The Watchers-I am calling forth my prayer watchers across the land and it is
time to take some new watches as well as position some new people in the regular
watch times. Get on post and pray over what you are seeing for I am allowing you
to see in greater dimensions. There are monitoring spirits that are watching and I
am causing their view to be blocked. There are new angelic assignments and they
are on post to watch over you and perform My Word. Watch and pray. Watch and
declare things into order. Behold, for revelation is revealed to those who look and
wait.

13-Security Alert-There is a breach and secret information is being released.
There is an attempt to steal identities and destroy the things that look and sound
like Me. You will see across the land where informants are exposed and double
agents are unveiled. There is a discovery of a nuclear plant. It will be shown that
an agreement has been broken and manipulation and deception shows its face.
Look and look again for many dark secrets will be exposed. There is a rumbling
and shaking in all the seven mountains. There is a realignment and positioning that
is taking place not just in America, but also in the foreign lands. You shall see
demotions and promotions happening for various reasons. My sons and daughters,
secure the wall, land, air, and waters. There is a rash that spreads throughout the
land and the coughing causes lives to be lost. Abort the plan of the enemy and
secure the areas with My blood. Your spiritual discernment must be heightened
and I will use you in new ways to expose the hidden things before they happen.
Say what you see and hear for the alarm of the intercessors is vital in this hour.
14-New Discoveries-You will discover that there are many gifts that have been
dormant in your life. There is a bubbling and stirring and the five-fold ministry is
seen, heard, and experienced across the land. You must sharpen, shape, and
develop every gift that I have given you. The land releases a rare and unique jewel
and there are new discoveries of wells and mines that are replete with diamonds,
oil, and water. I am showing some of you how to connect the different tubings so
that clean water flows in the communities and in the foreign lands. I am telling
you to go back to the blue print and journals for there is a missing link to the
puzzle that will cause there to be a great innovation in the science and computer
industries. These new discoveries will expand communication and combat the
disease of influenza and Alzheimer’s. Just as there is an unveiling of a new car,
ship, and plane, I am unveiling some of you and introducing you to the world.
15-Recompense/Endowment/Inheritances-I, the Lord shall repay you for you
have been found in the hallway of favor. The wrongs done toward you are being
reviewed in My justice system. A verdict of recompense has been released and the
claims, cases, and inheritances that have been held up are released right now. You
are the benefactor of inheritances from your ancestral lineage. The spiritual gifts,
mantles, and business ideas that are in your family line are being discovered by
some and experienced by others. Some of you are receiving a financial inheritance
while others are receiving a spiritual download. You are the one that must walk in
prominence within your tribe. This is the hour of justification and restitution.
Receive it for financial security and generational wealth is your portion.

16-Counsel of the Lord-You will find yourself in moments of when you just do
not know what is going on and what you need to do. It will be a tight place and
matters of the heart. You must pause and spend time with Me for I am the One
who created you and the answers that you seek are only found in My presence. Do
not waste your time by looking for ideas and answers in the earthly realm for the
thing that you are searching for is My counsel. It is My counsel that will enable
you to stand under the crushing. It is My counsel that will lead you to a place of
creations, business ideas, and new processes. Do not adopt things in the earthly
realm to take a space that only I can fill. It is My counsel that stands forever and
ever so seek My presence. No need to make an appointment, just show up, I am
always near.

